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About This Game

Tower defence with classic gameplay.
Build towers to protect your base from lots of enemies.

- 30 temathic levels
- Ugly models

- Destructible enemies body
- Blood

- Trash and hell

Develop by professional programmers.
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A brilliantly complex game. An excellent space warfare sim with a very high level of customization and control. Players even
get to make their own ship designs. :) The developers are still actively maintaining and improving it too.. I'm just saying this
game would be so much more fun if u could keep ur village and not have levels just build and expand
plus the stuffcan be hard to control i flatten land and it destroys houses i kinda like it but it should be free $19.99 is a rip off. I
spent 5 minutes in this game .. and I'll will probably never play it again .. I only got 20-25 fps with everything on low? for me
this game runs really bad!.. This game needs some serious help ... And I look forward to getting my money back

MSI GTX 970 Gaming 4G
FX-6300
Corsair Vengeance 12GB 1600MHz. I could have been drinking. Instead I got this game. Now I'm 59 cents poorer and I want to
drink even more.
11/10 for giving me literal and figurative AIDS, and for me wanting to kill myself. This is really pretty fun and funny. Lot of
bullet dodging, without a game controller, but otherwise, good quality game. Good music, super graphical effects, and
interesting gameplay idea. I just started playing, but I can tell the campaign is going to be pretty nifty. I recommend watching a
gameplay video for a couple minutes, because this game might be a bit too slow for some. Otherwise, no problems on ubuntu
linux 16.04 with radeon mesa drivers. Unity engine.

After a while of playing, I really don't know what to make of the game. The ship controls are awful clunky, and while I really
like the idea here, I am not sure that the gameplay matches the style. I also had trouble playing this on my laptop, as that video
resolution is oddly not supported.
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Very beautiful soundtrack. Heyyo, this game fails to be anywhere as entertaining as Carmageddon which it seems to aim to be
like... the campaign mode is not interesting, the driving mechanics are generic so not bad but not great.. the only thing I say it
has is nice graphics.. This game and even this Whole Konung Series are my childhood nostalgia . The game talk about
Scandinavia Warriors , fighting for a power that brings immortality . Simple gameplay , simple fighting but i love the control
villages thing and fighting in a band of warriors .. I used to fly the D's back in the 70's. The plane and instruments look great,
and the plane flies well in cruise. Visibility is nice. The plane is bouncy, but I have had many enjoyable flights. I just need to be
very light on the stick, especially when landing. No GS. Nice pop-up GPS using F-7. Aux fuel pump is kind of noisy!. One of
my favorite games. I played it a long time ago when the fan-translation came out, and was glad to find out its on steam now
((With that same translation)) I love the story, and am looking forward to many many more replays of the game.. I really did not
like this game at all. You can find this game on the internet. Basically a 2D flash game that is very similar to Resident evil but
2D. The movement and game is really slow, zombies are fast so you can't have a good amount of space apart, guns don't shoot as
soon as mouse is clicked, there is a delay. Normally I would get♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥and would demand a refund but I got this on sale
for 1 dollar so you can keep my money. Btw, this game is NOT worth 10 dollars! Biggest scam ever. Keep it 3 or under. Also, I
played half way of the tutorial and couldn't bare playing it so I had to end the game. It's the tutorial I stopped at. The beginning.
Which is sad. Sorry for the very offensive and negative review but I gotta be honest.

Also if you want to play this same exact game but HD and way better format, gameplay, etc, get a PS2 and buy any resident evil
game. It's basically a 10 times better version than this.

Good news is, you made a second game which is just like Resident evil outbreak. I can't play online on my PS2 b/c I don't want
to plug the internet cable and the setup. They don't have it for PS3. So the best option is your game on steam. Looking forward
to playing that. Wanted to play RE outbeak with other ppl but never got the chance. I'll give you that. Making that possible..
This little arcade game will blow your mind. :))). The most polite way to put it is that I don't dislike this game. The graphics are
decent, the cut-scenes are well done, and the first couple of missions really pulled me in and captured my excitement. But as the
game story progressed, the excitement quickly wore off leaving me uncommitted to continue. Each battle became frustratingly
harder, even with the difficulty setting on easy. There was no ability to save the game mid-mission which left me with a
lingering bitterness every time I had to restart (which was quite often). A worthy attempt, but the developers just couldn't close
the deal for me making it a tolerable air/sea shooter at best.
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